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Objectives

This session will provide an update on recent and upcoming changes to accounting 

standards that impact both public and private entities.

As a result of participating in this session, you should be able to: 

o Describe the provisions of recently issued accounting guidance, and summarize the potential 

impacts of that guidance on financial statements and disclosures

o Summarize the major projects on the FASB’s current standard-setting agenda, including their 

potential impacts on financial statements and disclosures
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Agenda

➢Effective Date Deferral Project

➢Reference Rate Reform

➢ASU 2016-13, Credit Impairment (CECL)

➢Fast Approaching Effective Dates

➢Other Standard-Setting Activities
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Effective Date 
Deferral Project
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Effective Date Deferral Project
The reason for the project

➢Since 2014, FASB has issued several “major” standards

➢Many constituents have called for relief given various 

implementation challenges

▪ Limited resources 

▪ Ability to learn from public companies for a full reporting cycle

▪ System implementation challenges

▪ Implementation challenges often magnified for private 

companies, not-for-profit entities, and smaller public companies

Philosophy Shift

In addition to considering 

targeted relief for 

specific standards, FASB 

has contemplated 

changing how it thinks 

about setting effective 

dates for all major 

accounting standards…

2018 –

Revenue Recognition

2019 –

Lease Accounting

2020 –

Credit Impairment

2021 –

Insurance
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Effective Date Deferral Project
Decision to delay effective dates of leases, hedging, CECL, and insurance standards

• Leases (ASU 2016-02) and Hedging (ASU 2017-12)

Revised Effective Dates

Standard Public Business Entities (PBEs)a All Other Entitiesb

Leases (ASU 2016-02) 

and 

Hedging (ASU 2017-12)

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2018, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 20192020, and 

interim periods one year later

Endnotes:

a – For Leases only, PBEs includes not-for-profit entities with conduit debt and employee benefit plans that 

file or furnish financial statements with the SEC

b – All Other Entities includes emerging growth companies that elect to apply non-issuer effective dates

No change for PBEs. 

Standards have already 

gone into effect

One year deferral from 

original effective date.
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Effective Date Deferral Project
Decision to delay effective dates of leases, hedging, CECL, and insurance standards

• Credit Impairment (ASU 2016-13) and Insurance (ASU 2018-12)

Original Effective Dates

Standard

Public Business Entities 

(PBEs) that are SEC Filersa All Other PBEs All Other Entitiesb

Credit impairment 

(ASU 2016-13)

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2019, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2021, including 

interim periods therein

Insurance 

(ASU 2018-12)

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2021, and interim 

periods one year later

Endnotes:

a – Refer to the definition of SEC Filer in the Accounting Standards Codification Master Glossary

b – All Other Entities includes emerging growth companies that elect to apply non-issuer effective dates
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Effective Date Deferral Project
Decision to delay effective dates of leases, hedging, CECL, and insurance standards

• Credit Impairment (ASU 2016-13) and Insurance (ASU 2018-12)

Revised Effective Dates

Standard

Public Business Entities 

(PBEs) that are SEC Filersa, 

excluding smaller reporting 

companies (SRCs)c All Other PBEs All Other Entitiesb

Credit impairment 

(ASU 2016-13)

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2019, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 20212022, 

including interim periods therein

Insurance 

(ASU 2018-12)

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 20202021, 

including interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 2020, including 

interim periods therein

Fiscal years beginning after 

December 15, 20212023, and 

interim periods one year later

Endnotes:

a – Refer to the definition of SEC Filer in the Accounting Standards Codification Master Glossary

b – All Other Entities includes emerging growth companies that elect to apply non-issuer effective dates

c – SEC regulations (Item 10(f)(1) of Regulation S-K) define a smaller reporting company (SRC) as a filer with either 1) a public float of less 

than $250 million, or 2) annual revenues of less than $100 million and either no public float or a public float of less than $700 million. To 

determine if an entity qualifies as an SRC, and therefore qualifies for the delayed effective date for the credit impairment standard, an entity 

would use its status as of its most recent testing under SEC guidance upon issuance of the codification change.
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Effective Date Deferral Project
Key things to remember

• Certain companies now will have more time to implement some of the recently 

issued “major” standards.

• Implementation of these “major” standards can be challenging and time 

consuming; don’t delay.

• FASB will consider providing more time to implement “major” standards based on 

“two bucket approach” on a go-forward basis.
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Reference Rate 
Reform
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Reference Rate Reform
Background Information

1111

Background ➢ LIBOR and other Interbank Offered Rates (IBORs) are an essential part of the financial markets; 

they serve as a reference rate in a variety of instruments and contracts (over $200 trillion worth!)

➢ Due to concerns about the future reliability of IBORs, central banks and others have recommended 

replacing IBORs with transaction-based overnight rates (e.g., SOFR); LIBOR reporting 

commitments end after 2021

Derivative Instruments

(e.g., interest rate 

swaps, total return 

swaps)

Debt instruments

(e.g., loans, bonds, 

securitization interests)

Lease contracts

(e.g., indexed lease 

payments)

Compensation 

agreements

(e.g., deferred comp)

Discount rates used in 

various models

(e.g., impairment)
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Reference Rate Reform
Possible Financial Reporting Implications

12

12

Background

(cont.)

➢ Many existing contracts do not contemplate the discontinuation of LIBOR; this may gave rise to 

uncertainty or disagreement over how to interpret or apply contract provisions 

➢ In addition, existing provisions may result in unfavorable outcomes (e.g., transition to fixed rate)

Financial 

Reporting 

Implications

➢ Some or many existing contracts may need to be modified to address the discontinuation of LIBOR 

➢ Such action could give rise to a number of accounting implications, including the following:

❑ Do we have a contract modification vs. extinguishment issue (gain/loss recognition)?

❑ Do we need to reassess for addition of possible embedded derivatives?

❑ What effect will the modification have on existing hedge relationships? Hedge effectiveness? 

❑ What are the income tax implications for one-time payments, etc.?
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Reference Rate Reform
FASB Project to Extend Relief

13

13

FASB Starts 

New Project to 

Provide Relief

➢ First public meeting held on June 19, 2019; subsequent meeting held on July 17, 2019

➢ FASB is looking to provide temporary relief to preparers to facilitate the migration from interbank 

offered rates (IBORs) to alternative reference rates

➢ Proposed ASU was issued on September 5, 2019; comments were due by October 7, 2019

Contract Type Proposed Optional Expedient

Loans & Receivables (ASC 

310) and Debt (ASC 470)

• A change to a contract’s reference interest rate would be treated as the continuation (not 

extinguishment) of that contract; prospectively adjust effective interest rate

Leases (ASC 842) • Continuation of the existing contract with no reassessments or remeasurements that 

otherwise would be required

Embedded Derivatives 

(ASC 815)

• Would not require a reassessment of whether an embedded derivative should be 

accounted for as a separate instrument

Hedge Accounting (ASC 

815)

➢ Would permit an entity to continue hedge accounting without dedesignation, and would 

provide various practical expedients specific to fair value and cash flow hedges (e.g., 

changing designated benchmark interest rate, maintaining shortcut method)
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Reference Rate Reform
FASB Project to Extend Relief

14

14

Eligible Modifications (not all-inclusive) Ineligible Modifications (not all inclusive)

• Changing the referenced interest rate index (e.g., 

LIBOR) to another index (e.g., SOFR)

• Changes to a spread for the difference between the 

existing reference rate and the replacement rate

• Changes to the reset period, reset dates, daycount

conventions, payment dates, and repricing calculation

• Changes to the strike price of an existing embedded 

interest rate option (e.g., cap/floor)

• Addition of an out-of-money interest rate cap or floor

• Changes to the notional amount

• Changing the referenced interest rate to a fixed rate

• Changes to the loan structure (term to revolving)

• Changes to the counterparty credit spread

• The additional or removal of a prepayment or 

conversion option

• The addition or removal of a leverage factor

• Changes to the counterparty to the agreement

• The Proposed ASU provides examples of the types of modifications that would be eligible 

and the types that wouldn’t be eligible for relief

Can an entity elect expedient for some 

contracts but not others?

Proposal would require expedients to be applied consistently to all contracts within the relevant Topic, Subtopic, or 

Industry Subtopic that contains the guidance that otherwise would be required to be applied. 
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Reference Rate Reform
Items for Companies to Consider

15

15

Did You Know?

• The SEC staff issued a 

statement on the effects 

of LIBOR rate reform

• Various stakeholders 

have formed the 

Alternative Reference 

Rate Committee (ARRC) 

to address key 

implications of the 

transition away from 

LIBOR

• The US has generally 

landed on SOFR as a 

replacement reference 

rate for LIBOR

Identify exposure to affected 

reference rates

Determine the effect of 

LIBOR discontinuation on 

each impacted contract

Identify actions required to 

mitigate risks / effects of 

LIBOR discontinuation

Communicate exposure to 

LIBOR discontinuation to 

investors and others

1

2

3

4
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ASU 2016-13, Credit 
Impairment (CECL)
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CECL for Non-Financial Institutions
Fact or fiction?

True or false? Answer

CECL doesn’t apply to non-financial institutions

CECL doesn’t apply to short-lived trade and accounts 

receivable.

CECL won’t have a material effect on my client’s 

accounting policies, processes, and controls.

Wait, isn’t the effective date of CECL getting delayed?

False. CECL applies to all entities, regardless of 

industry, with instruments in its scope

False. CECL does apply to trade and accounts 

receivable, including unbilled receivables and 

contract assets arising under ASC Topic 606

It depends. All entities with instruments in the scope 

of CECL will be affected. But, the extent of that 

effect will depend on a variety of factors

For PBEs that are SEC filers, no.  For all other 

entities, CECL will take effect in fiscal years 

beginning after December 15, 2022.
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CECL for Non-Financial Institutions
Scope of CECL

In Scope

Trade receivables, unbilled receivables, contract assets

Loans to employees and officers

Loans to equity method investees

Guarantee of third-party credit risk

Net investment in sales-type and direct financing leases

Available for sale (AFS) debt securities

Held-to-maturity (HTM) debt securities

Financing receivables measured at amortized cost

Reinsurance receivables

Out of Scope

Financial assets measured at fair value through net 

income

Loans and receivables between entities under common 

control

Operating lease receivables

Pledge receivable of a NFP entity

Policy loan receivables of an insurance entity

Loans made to participants by defined contribution 

employee benefit plans
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Removal of recognition 

threshold (expected vs. 

incurred)

Risk of loss must be 

considered

Expansion of 

information set used 

(reasonable + 

supportable forecasts)

Changes to AFS Debt 

Securities Impairment 

Model

Disclosure requirement 

changes

CECL for Non-Financial Institutions
Key changes
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• Facts: At year-end, Widget Co. has on its balance sheet trade receivables with a gross 

carrying amount of $50 million. The aging schedule and the historical loss rates for Widget’s 

outstanding receivables as of year-end are as follows:

Current 

balance

31 – 60 days 

outstanding

61 – 90 days 

outstanding

91 – 120 days 

outstanding

121+ days 

outstanding

Amortized 

cost basis
$37 million $9.5 million $2.7 million $0.5 million $0.3 million

Loss rate 0% 3.00% 7.00% 23.00% 100%

Do I need to 

incorporate a risk of 

loss, even if current?

Do these rates need 

to be adjusted for 

forecasted future 

conditions (e.g., 

changes in 

unemployment rates)?

20

CECL for Non-Financial Institutions
Application of CECL to accounts receivable
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Fast-Approaching 
Effective Dates
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Fast Approaching Effective Dates
For Non-PBEs

Accounting Standards Update 

(ASU) 1

Description / Impact Effective Date

(Calendar Y/E 

Company) 2

2016-01: Financial Instruments –

Recognition and Measurement

Removes the available–for-sale (AFS) category for equities. Equities (excluding equity 

method and consolidated investments) will be carried at fair value; however, the 

changes will run through the income statement rather than OCI.

1/1/2019

2016-15: Classification of 

Certain Cash Flows in SCF

Provides explicit guidance on how eight issues should be presented in an entity’s cash 

flow statement, including cash receipts received from equity method investees

1/1/2019

2016-18: Restricted Cash Requires statement of cash flows to explain changes during the period to the total of 

cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash and cash equivalents

1/1/2019

2017-01: Definition of a 

Business

Applies to the analysis of whether an asset or business is acquired (which determines 

whether goodwill is recognized), as well as asset derecognition and business 

deconsolidation transactions.

1/1/2019

2017-04: Goodwill Impairment 

Testing

Removes “step two” from the goodwill impairment test. 1/1/2022

2017-07: Presentation of Net 

Periodic Pension and 

Postretirement Benefit Costs

Rather than reporting pension expense as a net amount, the service cost component 

will be presented consistent with similar compensation for the same employees, and 

the other components will be separately presented in the income statement.

1/1/2019

1 – Does not represent an all-inclusive listing;  2 – Effective dates are for non-PBEs
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ASU 2016-15: Cash Flow Statement Classification Issues
Summary of New Guidance

Key Changes

➢ Provides explicit guidance on 

how to classify certain cash 

flows … to reduce diversity in 

practice

➢ Also clarifies when and how to 

apply the predominance 

principle to the classification of 

cash receipts and payments 

that have aspects of more 

than one class of cash flows

➢ Should be applied 

retrospectively unless 

impracticable to do so

Statement of Cash Flow – Classification Clarifications

Issue Classification

Debt prepayment or 

extinguishment costs

Financing

Settlement of zero-coupon 

debt

Operating (accreted interest)

Financing (principal)

Contingent consideration 

payments in bizcom not 

made “soon after” event

Financing (for initially recognized amounts)

Operating (any additional amounts)

*Investing for amounts paid “soon after” bizcom (3 months or less)

Proceeds from the 

settlement of insurance

Consistent with the nature of the insurance coverage (i.e., nature 

of insured loss)

Proceeds from settlement 

of COLI policies

Investing (proceeds)

Investing, operating (premium payments)

Distributions from equity 

method investees

Policy election … either 1) cumulative earnings approach or 2) 

nature of distribution approach

Beneficial interests in 

securitization vehicles

Noncash (initial receipt of beneficial interest)

Investing (subsequent cash receipts)
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ASU 2017-01: Definition of a Business
Summary of New Guidance

Key Changes

➢ Introduces new screen → not a business if 

substantially all the fair value of the gross assets 

acquired is concentrated in a single identifiable asset 

(or group of similar assets)

➢ Requires a business to include inputs and at least 

one substantive business process, and narrows the 

definition of “outputs” to align with ASC 606

➢ Eliminates the requirement to evaluate whether a 

“market participant” could replace any missing 

elements – inputs and processes – in the definition of 

a business. As a result, the focus is on what was 

acquired in the set, not what can be replaced

Key Impacts

➢ Fewer asset purchases will qualify as a business 

combination, and more as asset acquisitions

▪ Acquisition costs – capitalized vs. expensed

▪ Contingent consideration – fair value versus 

ASC 450 model

▪ In Process R&D – expensed vs. capitalized

▪ Goodwill – no goodwill vs. goodwill

➢ Judgment will be required to determine which 

assets can be grouped as “similar” in new screen
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ASU 2017-01: Definition of a Business
Example

Fact Pattern
➢ Company A is a consumer products company that develops, markets, and distributes various retail 

auto cleaning products to retail stores. 

➢ Company A enters into an agreement with Company Z to acquire Z’s patents and formulas for a 

branded high-end liquid auto wax product currently sold through big-box retailers. 

➢ The consideration paid is higher than Company A’s estimate of the fair value of the acquired assets 

(i.e. potential indication of goodwill).

Should Company A account for the transaction as a business combination or an asset 

acquisition using the new definition of a business?

The transaction should likely be accounted for as an asset acquisition. The screen appears to be met as 

substantially all the fair value of the gross assets acquired is concentrated in the patents (group of 

similar identifiable assets).
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Fast Approaching Effective Dates
For Non-PBEs

Accounting Standards Update 

(ASU) 1

Description / Impact Effective Date

(Calendar Y/E 

Company) 2

2018-13: Fair Value 

Measurement Disclosure

Removes, modifies, or adds certain fair value measurement disclosures related to 

financial instrument transfers and Level 3 instruments, among others.

1/1/2020

2018-14: Defined Benefit Plan 

Disclosure for Sponsors

Removes and clarifies certain disclosures for sponsors of defined benefit plans. Adds 

disclosure for weighted-average interest credit rates for certain plans, and the reasons 

for significant gains and losses in the benefit obligation.

1/1/2021

2018-15: Implementation Costs 

for Cloud Computing 

Arrangements (CCAs)

Aligns accounting for implementation costs of CCAs with or without a license (that is, 

regardless of whether the CCA is a service contract) by capitalizing implementation 

costs during the application development stage, and amortizing the costs over the term 

of the arrangement.

1/1/2021

2018-17: Variable Interest Entity 

(VIE) Model – Targeted 

Improvements

Provides a private company accounting alternative not to apply VIE

consolidation guidance to any arrangement with legal entities that are

under common control if neither the parent nor the legal entity is a PBE

(thus expanding the alternative for common control leasing arrangements to all 

common control arrangements). Also, revises the analysis for determining whether a 

decision-making fee paid by a VIE is a variable interest such that indirect interests in a 

VIE held through related parties in common control arrangements would be considered 

on a proportional basis (instead of as the equivalent to a direct interest).

1/1/2021

1 – Does not represent an all-inclusive listing;  2 – Effective dates are for non-PBEs
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ASU 2018-15: Implementation Costs
Background

Accounting for SaaS arrangement 

(Customer) 

➢ Does the arrangement convey a license (for 

accounting purposes)?

▪ If Yes, apply Subtopic 350-40 (internal-

use software guidance) to determine 

which costs should be capitalized

▪ If No, treat the arrangement as a 

service contract (expense as incurred)

➢ But, what do I do with implementation costs 

incurred to establish a SaaS arrangement 

with SaaS provider?

▪ Expense as incurred?

▪ Capitalize by way of analogy?

GAAP is silent on treatment

Subtopic 350-40 
Refresher

• Preliminary project phase 
(e.g., evaluating options) –
expense

• Application development 
phase (e.g., designing and 
configuring SaaS solution) –
capitalize

• Post-implementation phase 
(e.g., SaaS ready to deploy) -
expense

Examples of 
Implementation 

Costs

• Interface development

• Customization/configuration

• Data conversion or migration

• Training
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ASU 2018-15: Implementation Costs
Summary of New Guidance

To the Point…

➢ ASU 2018-15 requires customers to look to 

Subtopic 350-40 to determine which 

implementation costs should be capitalized, 

and how to subsequently account for 

capitalized costs

➢ Possibility that more implementation costs 

will be capitalized than under current GAAP

➢ May be applied either retrospectively or 

prospectively

▪ If you wish to apply retrospectively, 

start capturing data now!

▪ If you adopt prospectively, only applies 

to costs incurred AFTER adoption date

Capitalize or 
expense?

Apply model in Subtopic 350-40; 
consider phase and nature of cost

Amortization 
period

Contractual term + reasonably 
certain options to renew 

(terminate) + periods under 
control of vendor

Presentation Same line item/classification as 
hosting arrangement fee

Implementation Costs for SaaS Service Contracts
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ASU 2018-17: Targeted Improvements to VIE Model
Summary of New Guidance

To the Point…

➢ Creates a new PCC Alternative, which 

allows private companies to elect not to 

apply VIE guidance to common control 

scenarios, if certain conditions are met

➢ Changes how indirect interests held by 

related parties in common control 

arrangements are considered in 

determination of whether decision maker 

fees represent a variable interests; now 

considered on a proportional basis

➢ Common control is not the same as common 

ownership or simply being a related party

Qualifying Criteria for PCC Alternative

➢ The reporting entity and the legal entity are 

under common control

➢ The reporting entity and legal entity are not 

under common control of a public business 

entity

➢ The legal entity under common control is not a 

public business entity

➢ The reporting entity does not have a 

controlling financial interest in the legal entity 

under the General consolidation guidance
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ASU 2018-17: Targeted Improvements to VIE Model
Example – Common Control vs. Common Ownership

Party 1 Party 2Party 1

Company A Company B

100% 80%

20%

Party 3

Company A Company B
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Other Standard-
Setting Activities
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Standard Setting – Current Landscape

32

Summary of Other FASB Standard-Setting Activities1

Classification of Debt on the 

Balance Sheet

Aimed at simplifying the guidance used to classify 

debt as current or noncurrent in a classified 

balance sheet

Redeliberating comments 

received on Proposed ASU

Simplifications to the 

Accounting for Debt/Equity 

Instruments

Primarily focused on simplifying the accounting for 

convertible debt instruments and instruments 

indexed to an entity’s own equity

Redeliberating comments 

received on Proposed ASU

Invitation to Comment on 

Accounting for Goodwill

Represents outreach by the FASB to better 

understand the cost/benefit equation of current 

accounting for goodwill and certain intangibles

Ongoing

Consolidation Reorganization and 

Targeted Improvements

Primarily focused on reorganizing the content in 

Topic 810, Consolidation, to improve usability

Ongoing

Simplifications to Accounting for 

Income Taxes

Primarily focused on simplifying the application of 

Topic 740, Income Taxes, by removing certain 

exceptions, and clarifying existing guidance

Redeliberating comments 

received on Proposed ASU

7

1 – Does not represent an all-inclusive listing
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Classification of Debt on the Balance Sheet
Summary of Proposed ASU

Classification Principle

Classify debt as noncurrent if either of 

the conditions are met:

1. The liability is contractually due to 

be settled more than one year after 

the balance sheet date

2. The entity can contractually defer 

settlement for at least one year after 

the balance sheet date

Exception for covenant waivers obtained 

after balance sheet date, if certain 

conditions met

Key Impacts

• Long-term refinancing after balance sheet date would not

affect balance sheet classification

• Subjective acceleration clauses no longer considered unless 

triggered (i.e., existence of SACs not problematic on Day 1)

• Share-settled would be classified based on contractual due 

date – could be current

• Debt that is classified as noncurrent due to covenant waiver 

would have to be separately presented on face of the 

balance sheet
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Classification of Debt on the Balance Sheet
Example

Fact Pattern
➢ Company A has $50 million in outstanding debt as of 12/31/2019

➢ Of the $50 million, $10 million is currently due on demand as a result of a covenant violation

➢ After the balance sheet date, but before the financial statements are issued, Company A receives a 

covenant violation waiver from its lender

Should Company A present the debt as a current or noncurrent liability?

Assuming the waiver criteria are met (e.g., not probable that other covenant violations will occur within 

12 months), then the debt should be classified as current. However, the debt will need to be separately 

presented on the face of the balance sheet…

Long-term debt $40,000,000

Long-term debt due to waiver received after balance sheet date 10,000,000

Total Long-term debt $50,000,000
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Simplification of Debt/Equity Accounting
Summary of Proposed ASU

Why is it 

changing?

In the FASB’s outreach, 

companies and financial 

statement users all found the 

existing models:

• Overly complex

• Often led to substance-

over-form driven 

conclusions

• Difficult to apply

• Not contributing to 

relevant financing 

reporting

Overhaul number of 

convertible debt models

Improve and simplify the 

derivative scope exception

Enhance disclosures and 

improve EPS reporting

1

2

3
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Simplification of Debt/Equity Accounting
Summary of Proposed ASU

• Convertible debt – Overall themes:

➢The present convertible debt accounting models are unnecessarily complex and costly to apply

➢Users didn’t find current models relevant because they tend to use a whole-instrument view

➢Users indicated that cash (coupon rate) interest is more relevant and disclosure of key terms is preferred

Current GAAP

5 models for convertible debt

1. Traditional convertible debt (no 

separation)

2. Cash conversion

3. Embedded derivatives requiring 

separate accounting under ASC 815

4. Beneficial conversion features (BCFs)

5. Substantial premium

Proposed Change

One separation model – Only conversion 

options that require bifurcation under ASC 

815 require separate accounting

No more BCF accounting!
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Invitation to Comment: Goodwill and Intangible Assets
History Behind Goodwill

FASB issues SFAS 142

2001 2011

FASB issues ASU 2011-08, 

introduces Step 0

2014 May 2019

FASB issues ASU 2019-06, extends 

PCC alternatives to NFPs

FASB issues Invitation to 

Comment on Goodwill

July 9, 2019

FASB issues ASU 2014-02 and 

ASU 2014-18; PCC alternatives

2017

FASB issues ASU 2017-

04, removes Step 2
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Invitation to Comment: Goodwill and Intangible Assets
Summary of ITC

• Overview: Solicits comments on the costs and benefits of accounting for goodwill and certain 

identifiable intangible assets

• Key Parts
• Whether to Change the Subsequent Accounting for Goodwill

• Whether to Modify the Recognition of Intangible Assets in a Business Combination

• Whether to Add or change Disclosures about Goodwill and Intangible Assets

• Comparability and Scope

• Types of Questions
• What is goodwill, or in your experience what does goodwill mainly represent?

• On a cost-benefit basis, relative to the current impairment-only model, do you support (or oppose) 

goodwill amortization with impairment testing?

• How reliable is the measurement of certain recognized intangible assets (for example, noncompete 

agreements or certain customer-related intangible assets)?

• Next Steps
• Comments were due by October 7, 2019

• FASB will use feedback obtained as input to any resulting standard-setting activities

• Any changes to existing GAAP wouldn’t occur for some time
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Invitation to Comment: Goodwill and Intangible Assets
So, what do you think…?

Question 12
The possible approaches to 

subsequent accounting for goodwill 

include (a) an impairment-only model, 

(b) an amortization model combined 

with an impairment test, or (c) an 

amortization-only model. In addition, 

the impairment test employed in 

alternative (a) or (b) could be simplified 

or retained as is. Please indicate 

whether you support the following 

alternatives by answering “yes” or “no” 

to the questions in the table below. 

Please explain your response. 
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